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To find out what was important to community members, to inform 
development of a wellbeing survey, a series of workshops were 
completed in May 2022 in Carinish School with research partners from 
the University of Aberdeen. In preparation for the workshops, we asked 
members to think about what wellbeing means to them by asking them 
to bring notes, poems, drawings, objects, artifacts (photos) or an item, 
for example made during lockdown, that captures this for them.

Within the workshops, we explored together why these objects and 
activities were so important and asked members to write down six 
words associated with the object/item they brought in. This 
methodology of ‘emotional touchpoints’ encouraged reflection and 
sharing of experiences1.

Examples of the items shared and words used to describe them

Members brought in an array of items.  The words and  discussions 
were collated, reviewed, analysed and synthesised by the University 
research partners to create the below wellbeing ‘map’.
This was based on identifying emerging themes derived from the 
objects/items, word association exercises and discussions2.

The overarching themes included; Nature, Relationships, Heritage, 
Spirituality, Learning and Emotions.
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Discussion

The aim of these initial workshops was to get a sense of what was 
important to community member’s wellbeing. Importantly, a key 
outcome for researchers from the running of the workshops was the 
building of trust and connection with community. Our findings, 
along with a systematic review, informed the design of a community 
survey of which the aim is to help shape the development of a hub 
of wellbeing in the North Uist community which is grounded in 
preserving local heritage, culture and language 3.
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‘’The ohm was a gift, a message painted on stone by 
my inspirational sister-in-law faced with a terminal 
diagnosis. All family members received one to help 
us through. Her Buddhist message of joy,  
tranquillity,  harmony and hope... and her message 
of " I will always be there with you with this ohm."“

Post-its included words of both Gaelic and English;
Sunshine, Happiness, Rhythm, Resin (smell), Gaelic 
(sounds).

A community member’s family heirloom of a pail and 
lid was shared; rich descriptions of how it was made, 
family history and  personal childhood memories it 
evoked were shared in a workshop.

Post-its included words; Crossing borders, 
Memory, Evocation and Re-expression.
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Post-its included words; Hope, Family, Admiration, 
Heartbreak.

‘’My mother wrote a piece for An t-Uibhisteach in the year 2000 about her 
experience of living and working as a teacher-trainer in India after leaving 
Paible School - where she both studied and later taught. Unusually, she 
wrote it in Gaelic, a language she normally reserved for spoken relations 
with Uist family and friends. Perhaps she wanted to lay down a more 
permanent marker in the best way she knew how?’’
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